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ABSTRACT

JASPAR (http://jaspar.genereg.net) is an open-access database storing curated, non-redundant transcription factor (TF) binding profiles representing transcription factor binding preferences as position frequency matrices for multiple species in six taxonomic groups. For this 2016 release, we expanded the JASPAR CORE collection with 494 new TF binding profiles (315 in vertebrates, 11 in nematodes, 3 in insects, 1 in fungi and 164 in plants) and updated 59 profiles (58 in vertebrates and 1 in fungi). The introduced profiles represent an 83% expansion and 10% update when compared to the previous release. We updated the structural annotation of the TF DNA binding domains (DBDs) following a published hierarchical structural classification. In addition, we introduced 130 transcription factor flexible models trained on ChIP-seq data for vertebrates, which capture dinucleotide dependencies within TF binding sites. This new JASPAR release is accompanied by a new web tool to infer JASPAR TF binding profiles recognized by a given TF protein sequence. Moreover, we provide the users with a Ruby module complementing the JASPAR API to ease programmatic access and use of the JASPAR collection of profiles. Finally, we provide the JASPAR2016 R/Bioconductor data package with the data of this release.

INTRODUCTION

A key subset of transcription factors (TFs) are involved in the regulation of gene expression at the transcriptional level by binding to DNA regulatory elements. These DNA binding TFs (hereafter referred to only as TFs) can be further divided into classes based on their DNA binding domains (DBDs). Deciphering the DNA sequences bound by TFs is critical for elucidating transcriptional regulation of gene expression, and has been a key focus of large-scale genomics research. Describing the sequence-specific binding preferences of TFs has matured through generations, with the first generation methods consisting of simple consensus sequences. Second generation methods, which remain dominant, quantitatively describe binding preferences with position frequency matrices (PFMs). A PFM is derived from DNA sequences experimentally observed to be bound by a specific TF. The heart of the JASPAR database, the CORE collection, provides non-redundant and manually curated TF binding profiles described as PFMs and associated to TFs from species in six taxonomic groups (vertebrates, nematodes, insects, fungi, urochordates and plants).

Position weight matrices (PWMs, also known as position-specific scoring matrices) are derived from PFMs to predict TF binding sites (TFBSs) within a DNA sequence (see (1) for a review). These matrices represent an additive probabilistic model assuming independence between the TFBS nucleotides.

A third generation of binding models, such as the transcription factor flexible models (TFFMs) (2), have been
introduced to capture nucleotide interdependencies, which have been recurrently shown to occur within TFBSs (3–8). The TFFMs represent a flexible representation of TFBSs and are based on hidden Markov models that capture dinucleotide dependencies and TFBS flexible length in a single framework (2).

TF binding models are widely used for genome analysis, and researchers benefit from a diverse array of databases that generate and/or aggregate TF binding models. Amongst the most widely used and longest maintained collections, the JASPAR database was created and persists with three guiding principles: (i) unfettered open-access for all, (ii) a manually curated non-redundant core collection and (iii) simplicity.

In this report, we describe the extensive expansion and update of the CORE collection of the JASPAR database (9–13). The new additions to the core collection of TF binding profiles represented as PFM s are predominantly derived from in vitro high-throughput experiments (PBM and HTSELEX) from (14–16). The TF binding profiles introduced in the JASPAR 2016 release have been assessed by expert curators who have reconciled the high-throughput data with available literature support. The database provides non-redundant profiles (one profile per TF) with the exception of specific TFs which recognize TFBS in two or more distinct forms (17), either mediated by two distinct DBDs in the same TF or in a flexible spacing between protein–DNA contacts (e.g. SREBF1 or TFAP2A). Following the classification of TF DBDs from TFClass (18), we manually annotated the DBDs of the TFs stored in the JASPAR CORE collection. In addition to the core expansion, for the first time we introduce a third-generation model collection into JASPAR, featuring 130 TFFMs trained on ChIP-seq data. We accompany this release with a Ruby gem (a software module) for accessing and using JASPAR TF binding profiles, complementing our previous Perl, Python and R packages. The JASPAR 2016 website now includes a new feature allowing users to identify, based on protein sequence similarity, the most appropriate JASPAR TF profile(s) for a TF not yet represented by a model.

EXPANSION AND UPDATE OF THE JASPAR CORE

New TF binding profiles

This sixth release of the JASPAR database provides a significant increase in the number of TF binding profiles available. As in previous releases, we manually curated profiles with independent publications for TFBSs or profiles consistent with the candidates, as described in (12). The curated profiles were derived from PBM (14,16,19,20), HTSELEX (15) and ChIP-seq (21) experiments. Precisely, we introduced 553 TF binding profiles for TFs in the six taxonomic groups of the JASPAR CORE collection (Table 1). We provided 488 profiles for TFs which were not present in the previous release of the CORE collection. We introduced six profiles to complement profiles of TFs already present in JASPAR 2014 to address cases in which the TFs can recognize alternative sequences (e.g. SREBF1 and SREBF2) or motifs with different lengths (e.g. TFAP2A and TFAP2C). Altogether, we incorporated 494 new TF binding profiles, representing an 83% increase. Finally, we updated 59 TF binding profiles, a 10% update of the profiles from the previous release. In total, the JASPAR CORE collection now holds 1082 TF binding profiles (519 for vertebrates, 26 for nematodes, 176 for fungi, 133 for insects, 1 for urochordates and 227 for plants).

A TFFM-based third generation binding profile collection

Classical second generation models, PWMs derived from PFM s, assume that the nucleotides within TFBSs are independent (1). Even though such models perform well overall (22), it has been recurrently shown that some TFs significantly benefit from more complex models when predicting TFBSs (23,24). We complemented the set of PFM s in the JASPAR CORE collection with TFFMs (2) which capture successive dinucleotide dependencies. The TFFMs were initialized with the JASPAR PFM s and trained on ChIP-seq data wherever possible (see Supplementary Text). Following the process used for PFM s derived from ChIP-seq data in the previous JASPAR release (13), we curated the TFFMs by using a centrality P-value as described in (25) as one expects predicted TFBSs to be enriched at the position where the maximum amount of reads mapped in the ChIP-seq peaks. We introduced 130 TFFMs in the database, corresponding to 25% of the vertebrate PFM s. For each TFFM, we provide the classical logo representation of the motifs along with the graphical representation of the motifs that convey properties of position interdependence as introduced in (2) (Figure 1). The centrality plot, which illustrates the enrichment for TFBSs at the ChIP-seq peak-max, is also provided (Figure 1). Finally, the TFFMs can be downloaded as XML files (at http://jaspar.genereg.net/html/DOWNLOAD/TFFM/) to be used through the TFFM web-application (http://cisreg.cmmt.ubc.ca/cgi-bin/TFFM/TFFM_webapp.py) or the TFFM framework API (http://cisreg.cmmt.ubc.ca/TFFM/doc/) (2).

An updated DNA-binding domain classification

In previous JASPAR releases, the DBDs of the stored TFs were annotated following the structural classification from the TFCat system (26). Recently, TFClass was introduced as a refined hierarchical classification of human TFs and their mouse orthologs based on DBD characteristics (18). To encourage uniformity in structural class across projects, we have elected to transition JASPAR to the TFClass framework. For each profile, we manually assigned the class and family classification of the TFs stored in JASPAR according to TFClass. Note that we added some DBD classes and families missing in TFClass (see Supplementary Text).

NEW TOOLS TO ACCESS, USE AND INFERENCE JASPAR TF BINDING PROFILES

New R/bioconductor data package and Ruby gem

We provide a freely available R/Bioconductor (27) data package JASPAR2016 accessible at http://bioconductor.org/packages/JASPAR2016/ for data analysis using the JASPAR TF binding profiles. Moreover, the JASPAR database can be accessed through
Figure 1. Screenshot of a new TFFM introduced in the new dedicated layout. Refer to (2) for details on TFFMs and interpretation of the dedicated logos describing the dinucleotide dependencies captured by the models.
Table 1. Overview of the content growth in JASPAR 2016 (version 6.0) compared to JASPAR 2014 (version 5.0)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxonomic group</th>
<th>Number of non-redundant profiles in JASPAR 5.0</th>
<th>New non-redundant profiles in JASPAR 6.0</th>
<th>Updated profiles</th>
<th>Removed profiles</th>
<th>Total profiles (including older versions of profiles)</th>
<th>Total profiles (non-redundant)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vertebrates</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plants</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insects</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nematodes</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fungi</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urochordata</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1210</td>
<td>1082</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Supplementary Text for more information.

Figure 2. Overview of the JASPAR TF binding profile inference. (A) The user can input a TF protein sequence for which to look for a JASPAR TF binding profile. (B) Binding profiles potentially bound by the TF provided by the user are inferred.

Inferring a JASPAR TF binding profile recognized by a DNA binding domain

Despite the large expansion of the JASPAR CORE collection, which collects more than 1000 profiles for TFs from six taxonomic groups, the data required for the generation of profiles for many TFs are not yet available. JASPAR users recurrently ask for the most appropriate TF binding profile to use given a TF not present in the database. Recent work has used DBD sequence similarities to infer DNA sequence binding preference (14). Following a similar approach, we provide users with potential profiles to use given a query TF protein sequence (Supplementary Text and Supplementary Figure S1). In brief, the TF binding profile inference fea-
ture compares the DBD sequence of the given TF to those of homologous TFs stored in JASPAR, and infers the TF binding profiles from the best compared JASPAR homologous TFs as potentially recognized by the user’s input protein sequence wherever possible (Figure 2).

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVE

The 2016 release of JASPAR maintains the long-term focus on providing high-quality, non-redundant TF binding profiles for the global research community. Consistent with past releases, we have (i) expanded the widely used JASPAR CORE collection, adding 494 profiles; (ii) enhanced usability, incorporating the TFClass structural classification and introducing an associated capacity to select profiles for not yet characterized TFs; (iii) expanded and updated programming tools, highlighted by a Ruby gem for JASPAR access and (iv) introduced a new collection, for the first time incorporating third generation binding profiles.

Looking forward, the introduction of third generation methods may mark a significant transition for JASPAR. As TF binding data continues to expand, and we gain greater insight into each TF, advanced models that address specific TFs or TF-families may become the norm. Determining how best to unite what may be computationally diverse third generation models into a simple-to-use and easy-to-access system will become a focus. Our JASPAR development team looks forward to working with the bioinformatics community as TFBS prediction evolves.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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